’21-‘22 Registration Form

PLSHA is now offering their goalies the opportunity to train with Goalcrease at a tremendous discount. This
program will provide your goalie with the most personalized training experience possible. Goalcrease 1-on-1
sessions are ideal for dedicated goalies to develop the skills necessary to compete at a high level. It’s a positive,
confidence-building experience for goalies of all abilities. All sessions are 45 minutes and take place at Goalcrease
(on real ice). You will set your own schedule by using the calendar portal at www.goalcrease.com.

45 Minute, One-on-One Sessions with Goalcrease Professional Instructors
PLSHA Subsidized
5 Pack
1-on-1 Sessions at Goalcrease

$525 paid to Goalcrease
(reg price is $650)
You can request your $300 reimbursement from
PLSHA, bringing your cost down to $225

*Session rate only good for goalies playing in the Youth Program. If any goalie registers for Youth but later leaves to play on a different
team, such as High School, the goalie will no longer be eligible for the rate and will be held responsible for the difference in session rate.
Special Price additional discount is good only once per year.

Registration
Goaltender’s Name
Date of Birth
Gender
Address
City, State, ZIP
Parent’s/Guardian’s Names
Primary phone number (s)
Email Address(es)






Submit this form (scan or photo) to Goalcrease. jhall@goalcrease.com
Or simply Register over the phone by calling 952-942-7001
If you are a new client, go to www.goalcrease.com and create a user account for our scheduling portal.
Register the goalie’s name as listed above in order to synch that account with this registration.
You can schedule all of your sessions online, but cannot receive these discounts through online purchases.

I agree that Stauber’s Goalcrease, Inc., and/or its proprietors will not be held responsible for any accidents or loss however caused, and agree to release the proprietors from
all claims or damages which may arise as a result of/or by reason of such accidents or loss.
The undersigned student, parent, or legal guardian acting on behalf of the student, grants Stauber’s Goalcrease, Inc. and parties designed by Stauber’s Goalcrease, Inc., the
irrevocable right to use my name and photograph in any medium including but not limited to print and electronic for purposes of advertising, trade, display, exhibition or
editorial use. I hereby waive any and all rights I may have to inspect or approve any of the finished or unfinished photographs, video tapes or other means of reproduction
referred to herein, so long as the use is of a lawful purpose.
I am at least 18 years of age and otherwise meet the age of majority requirements in my state or have permission from my parent/legal guardian as indicated by their
signature below. I have read the above and thoroughly understand its terms and meaning, and I know no reason why I am not free and competent to grant this release.

Signature ________________________________ Date _____________________
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Stauber’s Goalcrease. 7401 Washington Ave S. Edina, MN 55439. 952-942-7001 www.goalcrease.com. jhall@goalcrease.com

